Brainspace – Case Study

Brainspace
Software company uses AppGate® to secure cloud-based software delivery platform

Background
Brainspace is a recognized leader in creating enterprise software to derive meaning
from unstructured data using natural language processing. Their solutions are based on
a large-scale machine learning platform which creates a collective intelligence based on
the people, actions and knowledge within an organization. The company is reinventing
how organizations discover and exchange knowledge. Their customers include the
Fortune 500, leading strategic consulting firms and government agencies.
Quick Facts
Organization
• Brainspace is a recognized leader in creating
enterprise software to derive meaning from
unstructured data using natural language
processing.
Industry
• Software
Challenges
• Brainspace needed a comprehensive solution
to secure all access to their cloud based
environment
• Timeframe to meet stringent security audit
requirements was closely approaching launch
date for new service offering
• Requirements included encryption of all
traffic, multi-factor authentication, client-side
validation and comprehensive logging
Solution
• AppGate®
Benefits
• AppGate provides secure access control, work
station auditing and policy controls
• Enforces security policies across employee,
vendor and customer groups whether
resources are on-premises or in the cloud
• Easy-to-implement and manage, user-friendly
application
• Allows more flexibility around ‘bring your own
device’ (BYOD)
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Requirements
Unified Access Control Compatible with Cloud Technology
Brainspace is a fast-growing enterprise software company that utilizes a cloud-based
infrastructure platform to deliver their SaaS solution. Brainspace needed a technology
that was compatible and worked with their infrastructure, particularly to control
all access to Amazon Web Services (AWS). Brainspace had previously been using
decentralized user identification systems, but needed a more comprehensive solution
to support their evolving infrastructure.
Granular Policy Control and Enforcement
It was important for Brainspace to enforce policy and have granular controls given the
nature of the business and the necessity for managing access for multiple employee,
customer and vendor user groups. The need to further segregate resources was
essential, especially within their privileged user community, whether resources were
being accessed remotely or within the network perimeter. Brainspace also needed to
better manage policy controls without an enterprise desktop management control
system.
Security Audit Requirements
Brainspace also needed to meet audit requirements and complete certifications
required by their end customers. They were searching for a simple to deploy, integrated
security solution to increase the sophistication of their overall security program.

The Solution
Brainspace selected Cryptzone’s AppGate,
enabling them to adopt a software-defined
perimeter approach to deliver highly granular
access control. AppGate is flexible and scalable,
which made it easy to deploy and manage, while
being cost effective.
AppGate makes the application/server
infrastructure effectively “invisible” and provides a
unified way to control access, whether resources
are on-premises or in the cloud. It verifies a
number of user variables, during each session, and
only then delivers access to authorized resources
and applications. Once the user logs out, the
secure tunnel disappears. Additional security
requirements can be enforced, or access denied,
based on device location and device or
user attributes.
Initially brought in for auditing, AppGate provided
a way for Brainspace to simply and reliaby enforce
access policy. It also provided unified access
control across cloud and on-premises resources,
a strong ‘bring your own device’ (BYOD) solution
for the numerous kinds of devices being used
by employees, and granular access controls for
numerous roles within employee, vendor and
customer groups.

“We wanted to strengthen the comprehensiveness
of our security program without increasing the
complexity of managing our environment,” said
Todd Steitle, Chief Operating Officer at Brainspace
Corporation. “AppGate was the only choice that
could meet these two objectives .”
Conclusion
Following the successful implementation of
AppGate, not only was Brainspace able to quickly
and easily meet audit requirements, they now
have a way to manage granular access control and
enforce their security policies across employee,
vendor and customer groups, regardless of
whether resources are on-premises or in the
cloud. This gives fine-grained control of the access
security function to the internal IT department.

“We wanted to strengthen
the comprehensiveness
of our security program
without increasing the
complexity of managing our
environment.
AppGate was the only choice
that could meet these two
objectives .”
Todd Steitle
Chief Operating Officer at
Brainspace Corporation

AppGate also brings more flexibility to the
organization, and enables its BYOD policy, because
Brainspace is now able to enforce unified granular
controls, regardless of device, location, and role
within the organization or within customer and
vendor communities. The end result is a high level
of security and trust in Brainspace’s services for
internal and external users.

AppGate was an easy choice for Brainspace,
because of its compatibility with AWS and its ability
to deliver unified access control independent from
the underlying network infrastructure. With a
very high percentage of mobile users, it was also
critical for Brainspace to have a solution that would
improve security for their BYOD users. AppGate’s
Mobile Access Protect (MAP) addresses this issue.
AppGate is the comprehensive, reliable solution
Brainspace was looking for. It provides an easy,
integrated full security solution that dynamically
evaluates a number of factors on a session-bysession basis - including contextual variables
such as device, location, time, and user directory
group membership - before provisioning access.
In addition, AppGate makes the application/server
infrastructure effectively “invisible” to ensure users
only have access to authorized resources.
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